Fights We'd Like To See
Written by Blake Hochberger
Tuesday, 02 October 2012 16:56

Hochberger has some nice ideas for next for Canelo. Readers, please put on your
matchmaker caps, and toss in some matches you'd like to see in the near future. (Hogan)
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I have a dream… that some no-brainer boxing matches get made. The below fights would
either sort out who’s the man to beat at various weight classes or provide fireworks for
fight fans around the globe. See below for fights I’d like to see because… wait for it…
they make sense.

Victor Ortiz-Amir Khan: This is a classic crossroads fight as both guys would absolutely need
a win to continue drawing major network fights/title shots. The winner would remain relevant to
his weight class, and the loser would have to reconsider his career. Neither guy wants to be a
gatekeeper. On top of the logical sense this fight makes, it would be an instant fight-of-the-year
candidate. Both fighters were blessed with explosive offensive tools that other
championship-caliber fighters may only dream of. However, they both have an aura of
vulnerability that would make this even more interesting. This would absolutely be a firefight,
and I’d love to see who the last man standing would be, because one of these guys would get
knocked out. As Michael Woods once pointed out to me, the most salient part might well be that
they’re both with Golden Boy. Serve it up, Oscar.

Canelo-Carlos Molina: In short, the poor guy deserves it. All Carlos Molina has done over the
past few years is beat the top fighters in his weight class. He’s certainly not the most exciting
fighter out there, but he poses a real threat to Canelo based on his experience, toughness, and
style. Beating Molina gives Canelo’s resume significantly more credibility than any previous
opponent. Plus, Miguel Cotto is tied up with Austin Trout (which I just don’t get).

Sidebar: For all of those complaining about Canelo’s choice to fight Josesito Lopez in a clear
mismatch need to back off the kid. He originally was set to face Paul Williams (as tough an
opponent out there based on skills/style), and then agreed to fight the massively powerful
James Kirkland who is a big fella. It’s not Canelo’s fault that those didn’t work out.

Sergio Martinez-Canelo Alvarez: Why the hell not? Sergio can absolutely make 154 lbs, so
weight is not an issue. Assuming Sergio’s injuries from the Chavez, Jr fight are not too serious, I
would love to see him fight Canelo. Frankly, I would expect a more competitive version of the
Chavez fight. Martinez would dominate in spurts with movement, accuracy, combinations, and
strategy, but Canelo is a more tactful boxer than Chavez. Canelo would definitely land more
than Chavez did, and he’d have the sense to actually cut the ring off from Martinez. Perhaps
most importantly, Canelo is faster than Chavez. Let’s get it on and see what Canelo’s really
made of!
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Sergio- GGG: I’ve already stated my case for this fight. Gennady Golovkin exploded on the
HBO scene with his dominant stoppage a few weeks back, and in my opinion, he’s the most
dangerous opponent out there for Martinez. His power is for real. But what’s most important
about GGG as far as being a threat is his experience and ring acumen. Whereas Julio Cesar
Chavez, Jr. tried to walk Martinez down, GGG would box with him. GGG has crippling power,
sure, but his stellar amateur background and professional career have allowed him to learn how
to use that power extremely effectively. I cannot name another fighter that makes a more
compelling matchup with the Champ.

Robert Guerrero-Timothy Bradley: You just have to know this fight won’t come off. Not so
much because it’s Top Rank and Golden Boy, but moreso because it makes so much sense.
I’ve never fully bought into Robert Guerrero as a truly elite fighter (major titleholder in a loaded
division), but beating Bradley would definitely convince me that he’s at least right on the cusp.
Tim Bradley needs a win against a top contender (which Guerrero undoubtedly is) to remain at
the top of the list for big fights in this division, and this would be perfect proving ground for both
fighters. Bradley would be favored, and I’d pick him to win, for the record.

Leo Santa Cruz-ANYONE: I’m so in on this guy. How can you not love an immense volume
puncher who throws with bad intentions and attacks the body? Well, I guess if you’re not a
boxing fan. Hopefully he gets some meaningful fights in a suddenly loaded division. Would love
to see him get the Mares-Moreno winner.

Broner-Gamboa: I’ve called for this one in the past, and I want to call for it again. I don’t think
weights would be a sticking point (assuming Broner can still make 135), and this would be a
defining fight for both fighters. If Broner can make it look easy against a fighter with the
offensive prowess of Yuriorkis Gamboa (even though he also has some defensive woes), then
we know he’s the real deal.vThis would set Broner up for a run of significant fights from 135-147
lbs over the next few years (Danny Garcia seems like the most logical follow-up fight if Broner
gets past DeMarco/Gamboa)

GuillermoRigondeaux-Nonito Donaire: Despite being little guys, these are two of the finest
P4P guys we have for exactly opposite reasons (technical brilliance for the former, explosive
power for the latter). It’s always great to see explosive offensive athletes (like Donaire) fight
calculated ring generals with outstanding technical wits like Rigo. The wildcard in this fight
would be Rigo’s power. He’s not just a great technical boxer, but he can really punch, too. This
would be a great lesson in the sweet science.
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Paulie Malignaggi- Kell Brook. This fight would also answer some serious questions. I
absolutely love Paulie Malignaggi’s game. He talks a lot, but he typically backs it up in the ring.
He’s got a ton of heart, and when he’s going right, he’s a tough out for any fighter. That said, I
think he’s in the upper-echelon of gatekeeper status at this point in his career. While typical
gatekeepers don’t hold title belts, I don’t think anyone would pick Malignaggi to beat the elite
fighters of his division. Kell Brook is in need of a fight against a real American gatekeeper if he
has plans on being relevant in the US. Malignaggi is just what the doctor ordered.

Marcos Maidana-Lucas Matthyse: Duh. If Maidana can’t make 140 anymore (which I doubt),
find a catchweight. These are two of the heaviest hitters we have in the entire sport
pound-for-pound, and they are never in dull fights. I would pay PPV prices just to watch these
two fight. Someone is getting knocked out, and it’s going to be highlight-reel material. And
there’s gravy on top: they’re both Argentinian. Let them fight in Argentina (possibly on a card
headlined by Sergio Martinez) so the nationalistic fervor plays a role. What are we waiting for?
Both fighters are on the verge of major title shots. I will say that Maidana has gotten much better
under Robert Garcia. But once he gets into an exchange, his instincts take over. I just start
salivating at the idea of their first true exchange. Matthyse’s straight right probably gets their first
and ends the fight early.

Danny Garcia-Tim Bradley: What I really would like to see is Danny Garcia vs. Juan Manuel
Marquez. But since that ain’t happening, Timothy Bradley is the next best choice. I’d guess
Bradley can still make 140, so weight shouldn’t play a major factor. I think their styles would
actually make for a very fan-friendly fight, and a win for either would cement their status atop
their respective weight classes. Why Danny Garcia is fighting Erik Morales again is
mind-boggling to me. It’s a lose-lose situation. He gains nothing by beating him a second time
(other than some deserved criticism for taking the fight), and he loses everything by losing to El
Terible. Makes even less sense than Cotto-Trout since Cotto has little to prove at this point.

Edwin Rodriguez-Kelly Pavlik: Edwin is ready for a major step up. I’ve seen him fight inside
with great power and effectiveness, and I’ve seen him fight on the outside with great accuracy,
jabs, and ring generalship. What I haven’t seen him do is fight a top-10 fighter at any weight
class. Kelly Pavlik is also ready for a meaningful fight. He’s yet to face someone (since his
comeback began) of any significance. A win against Rodriguez would validate a matchup
against Andre Ward or Chad Dawson. Similarly, a win over Pavlik would catapult Rodriguez into
the top tier of 168-175 lb fighters where there are plenty of marquee matchups and big paydays
(Bute, Froch, Ward, Kessler, etc.). You could say it’s a crossroads fight where the winner is
thrust into the big time, and the loser is relegated to gatekeeper/contender status for the
foreseeable future.
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Andre Ward- ???: Is there really anyone who can give this guy a run for his money? I don’t
know the name. Could Floyd make his legacy in tact as he has alluded to by stepping up? This
would be the final stamp on an illustrious career if Floyd would go up in weight (by a lot) to fight
another guy who can reasonably be considered the best fighter on the planet (who happens to
be in his prime). A win against Ward would be way bigger (literally) and more impressive than a
win against Manny Pacquaio.

The lack of solid opponents is less indicative of crap opposition (like Roy Jones’ remarkable
career) and more about his dominance. Carl Froch’s a world class fighter and seeing their
rematch is of no interest due to Ward’s utter domination in the first encounter. Sergio Martinez is
too small (and frankly would get beaten badly in my opinion), but maybe Pavlik? Even Pavlik
has only a puncher’s chance to beat Ward. I simply don’t know how you beat that guy, and I
certainly don’t know anyone built to do it. Another option is Golovkin just due to his explosive
power… but even that may be a stretch.

I am pleased to see sensible fights being made to sort through contenders recently (such as
Lara-Matirosyan, Berto-Bradley, etc.), but I don’t fully understand what’s holding up some of the
above. Perhaps HBO or Showtime has the cahones to open up fan voting through twitter as to
who the fans want to see fight next, but I’d say that’s a dream.

Readers—What fights do you want to see?

Let me know @Blakehoc

Comment on this article
Radam G says:
Obama-Romney! Holla!
deepwater says:
all good fights except romney obama. those two bums couldnt throw a punch maybe they could
slap box. gotta go with obama because he would use a drone and bomb romney,his sons, the
houskeepers and anyone else within a few feet. I rather see bj bill clinton and his cigar vs hilliary
clinton.
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Carmine Cas says:
I'm all for Broner-Gamboa! Floyd going up in weight to fight Andre Ward, that's hilarious. He's
too chicken too fight a smaller overrated pacquiao.
Radam G says:
Hehehe! Deepwater is on your arse as TSS Comic of The Year, the Roast! Hahaha! No way
that anybody can out do that above post of DeepW. I,l'm leaning toward DW for 2012 TSS
CoTY.
Maybe you're off your comedy game because you are too relax in Milan watching those
damsels, dames, dolls, hos and nuns. Female @$$ has always been the failure of mankind.
Adam tore Eve's @ss UP, danggit! That is why we got thrown out of the Garden Of Eden. And
we have da females on our minds. And our minds on da females. Haha! Holla!
ali says:
1.Pac vs Mayweather...Money wins by easy UD
2.Cotto vs Canelo...The red head by SD in the FOTY
3.Broner vs Gamboa...The problem by MD, both guys hitting the floor
4.Santa Cruz vs Donaire..Flash by late round ko in a all action fight
5.Ward vs Dirrell..SOG by UD but i want to see how he handles someone as gifted as Dirrell
Radam G says:
One and ONLY: Radam G versus SCLA Ali. Radam G by one-round easy KNOCKOUT. Just
like the Pinoy Mestizo Rocky Lockridge did Uncle Roger May back in da day. Oh, YUP! Uncle
Snopp Doggy Dogg and ako are 'bout to ride up on 89th Street and Middleton conduct a ____
arse thrashing. Hehehehe! Hahahaha! Holla!
SouthPaul says:
Lmao@Radam. Hilarious.

Good list . I'd still like to see GAmboa vs Rios.
deepwater says:
No Romney fan but he knocked out Obama in this one. He came out for the knockout. Softened
him up to the belly and cruised to a decisive win.easy work. Wasn't expecting that.
brownsugar says:
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I don't want to cry and whine about days gone by.
I don't want to reminesce about fighters like Wilfredo Gomez, Sanchez, Arquello, Duran,
Zarate, Hagler, Leonard, Monzon, Pep, Hearns and Greb.
But I'm seeing too many fights where fighters aren't making contact.
just hitting the guard of there opponents while they shoe-shine away to no effect.
guys like Bradley who win but win by doing something-else instead of hurting the other guy.
It's time to bring boxing, back to boxing,.. and do away with all these alternative ways guys fight
and both men leave the ring with no other injuries except being a little exhausted. too much
amateur-style stuff going on in the ring these days.
But every generation brings something new and something fistically beautiful.
Golovkin and Ward are 2 shining examples.
2 guy that may not have that Mayweather like anticipation, or Roy Jones supernatural speed,
But they bring something just a worthy.
They bring The will to be the best and the determination to continuously learn their craft.
My no#1. pick to see is Triple G vs Ward.
And I hope it's not too long in coming.
short term is
Tyson vs Wilder
Price vs Pulev
Gamboa vs anybody (guys been on the shelf too long)
Broner vs Burns or Demarco
Kessler or Froch vs Dawson
Chavez vs Martinez (so the Sergio can administer another beatdown to show it wasn't a fluke)
Donairre vs Rigondeau (now that we say Rigo can be hurt, all bets are off, but still a 50/50
fight)
Sillahk vs Cloud (it's time for Sillahk to get on the comeback trail)
Hopkins stay retired
Berto vs Cotto
Lara vs Canelo
Good list Ali,...
I'd like to see any of those fights myself.
SouthPaul says:
[QUOTE=deepwater;20670]No Romney fan but he knocked out Obama in this one. He came
out for the knockout. Softened him up to the belly and cruised to a decisive win.easy work.
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Wasn't expecting that.[/QUOTE]
Disagree with the ko portion of your comments but Obama did fight like a fighter trying not to
lose rather than fighting to win. Worn, and looks to lost a step or two in the enthusiasm part or
his game... which is his forte. Gonna be hard I suppose to duplicate or surpass that first
presidential win. He's lost a step and so has his supporters and some of that being they weren't
in this for the long haul. I think thats where republicans will always likely out punch the dems
and the one hit voters of the world. They are hell bent to do things their way and a lot of times
by any means necessary. They seem better conditioned for it. Scary but true.
deepwater says:
I never seen Obama like that. He should shut Romney down when he tried to be boss. Romney
was controlling the guy asking questions. Romney rude and Obama should call it and tell him to
settle down.all parties corrupt.
Radam G says:
Yup! Romney straight up PUNK Prez O. Holla!
Radam G says:
Romney whupped Prez O like German Max whupped the Brownbomber way, way back in da
day. Will da prez come back and get a first round kayo? Time will tell. Holla!
SouthPaul says:
Naw, that was no ko win. I'll concede to points but definitely no ko and certainly not comparable
to what Max put on the Brown Bomber. Bad comparison, Radam. Rom was more show than
tell. That sneaky car salesman smile and condescending rich guy body language might score
points in some rounds but not enough to even stagger the President let alone a ko win. Obama
may have overtrained in the practice debates, though. Appeared sluggish. Imagine the lack of
rest those cats get? One has to be part looney to ever want to give up so much personal and
free time.
Radam G says:
Okay, SP, Romboy was no Rambo or Prez Ronbo, but he was sleazy, tricky and slicky-slick like
that old satan snake in the Garden of Eden. And you know that muthasyet got us thrown out of
that garden into this topsy-turvy existence where Romboy can work his wickery straight up in da
grills of fanfaronades that are turned on by thrills.
That muthafaker is going to turn mountains of successes and processes into molehills. Holla!
The Good Doctor says:
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Canelo vs Cotto: Cotto: 7-5, maybe even split decision
Wlad or Vitali vs David Price in 18 months: Think the brothers would win, but Price has some
tools
Marquez vs. Broner: weight may be a slight issue but would love to see Broner against a gifted
boxer
Margarito vs. Mayorga: Call it the geritol brawl but the sadistic side of me says this would be
fun. Unfortunately it wont ever happen.
Cotto vs. Pac II: Call me crazy but at a legitimate, fair weight for Cotto, I think this may be very
different from the first one.
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